Staging project workflow - action #1321
Make sure packages build reliable
28/01/2014 08:23 am - coolo

| Status: New | Start date: 28/01/2014 |
| Priority: High | Due date: |
| Assignee: | % Done: 58% |
| Category: | Estimated time: 16.00 hours |
| Target version: Easy hacks |

Description
To make autodecline work at some point, we need to make sure packages build reliable. This task is a parent task for individual packages failing randomly

Subtasks:
- action #1322: libarchive fails often
  - New
- action #1357: boost fails on x86_64 with g++ crash
  - Resolved
- action #1360: fix v4l-utils and xf86-input-wacom bootstraping
  - New
- action #1363: libunistring fails randomly
  - Rejected
- action #1808: python3-base fails randomly
  - New
- action #2420: Make openjdk bootstrappable and remove cycles in TestDVD
  - Resolved

History
#1 - 29/01/2014 09:25 am - scarabeus_iv
- Target version set to Easy hacks